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About This Game
Trireme Commander is an accurate simulation of ancient Greek and Persian triremes - rowed war galleys. It is an animated
single-player PC game that is highly educational on the performance and tactics of the triremes.
The download includes 16 scenarios. The Helmsman Tutorial is the only option to start with, this scenario guides the player
through the training area. Pass this to become a cadet. A cadet has two challenges, a trireme race and to ram and sink an empty
enemy vessel. Pass these two and reach the rank of Helmsman. There are four Helmsman scenarios, two conflicts with a single
enemy trireme (one damaged, one not), a recon of the Salamis straits, and an important Signals Tutorial: a guide to signalling
vessels under your command to form different formations. Pass all of these to reach the rank of Captain. Then, with a single
squadron, there are conflicts against an enemy squadron of lesser, equal, and greater size. The last of these is a tough challenge
to pass, but when it is completed the player reaches the rank of Commander. At this level there are two battles, each side with
three or four squadrons. Finally, with these two completed, the player can re-enact the Battle of Salamis (an epic battle from
ancient history), the Battle of Artemisium (where the Athenians used the famous Kyklos - a defensive circle), and two possible
but fictional encounters - a battle out in the open sea (so greatly to the Persian advantage) and another in the straits of Megara
between Coryinthians (Athenian allies) and Egyptians (Persian allies).
All of these scenarios are included in the package, many with audio and diagrams as educational introductions to the scenario,
and the history behind them. The battles are all fought around the island of Salamis. The ships all have names, the Athenian
triremes have names from a list left behind and rediscovered. The physical performance of the Athenian trireme is reliably
recreated, as a replica trireme - Olympias - was built and had full sea trials in 1988. The performance of a Persian trireme
involved a little guesswork - they were reported to be slightly smaller and lighter than the Athenian vessels, but were no doubt
very seaworthy given their voyages across the Mediterranean. In many of the larger scenarios, a player can select which ancient
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leader they wish to play including the Athenian mastermind Themistocles, Adeimantos - the Corinthian admiral, or, on the
Persian side, Ariabignes -brother of Xerxes (the Persian King), or perhaps Queen Artemisia - one of naval history's very few
female commanders. By the time a player has reached the rank of Captain, Commander or Admiral, they will have a very good
understanding of what trireme warfare was really like.
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Title: Trireme Commander
Genre: Simulation
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Peter Turcan
Publisher:
Peter Turcan
Release Date: 1 Nov, 2017
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7
Processor: 2.7 GHz
Memory: 16 GB RAM
Graphics: Onboard graphics card
Storage: 320 MB available space
Sound Card: Onboard audio card
Additional Notes: Must install XNA redistributable
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trireme commander
EZ PORN, EZ MASTURBATE.. Too bad there is no middle ground here: it's a positive or a negative rating you have to make.
Not everything is bad in that game, yet I can't recommend it and forced to put a negative rating with the system.
I love Hidden Objects games and while I can forgive a lot of stuff, I can't really recommend this one for a reason: I don't always
have enough hints to guide me into the story. The tasks are self-explanatory but you don't have any hint for where to go. And
when you're sure you need a tool you've seen in a scene, you might have to wait until something else happens or worse, you
collect stuff BEFORE the task was given. As a result, while the story is interesting, it can be confusing because of that. Also,
when you begin the story, you don't know why your character is with a medium (are you a client? Someone with abilities?),
which is sad, because having a little background wouldn't hurt.
Another negative point is in the HOG scene itself: some of the objects are barely visible (I remember the fingerless glove having
the same shade of color than the ground - or a wheel padlock in a light that was so bright that you couldn't really see the object).
But otherwise, graphics are correct, soundtrack is correct and while you're in the end always doing voodoo dolls to free people,
you're acquiring spells that help you to advance (and THERE, you have suddenly hints for when to use them). Too bad they're
underexploited. It would have been nice to use them more than three times.
Besides, will I buy a second Voodoo game? Yes, because I want to know the end of the story. They managed to make a
cliffhanger. Besides, maybe they've improved it: after all, Samantha Swift, Mystery Cases Files, Mystery P.I. or any game made
by Artifex Mundi improved over time.. simple, classic game. an old but great game. one of the best RTS games in my opinion +
the FAF community is great.. Pros:
1. Good level design
2. Nice looking weapons and decent weapon sounds
3. Interesting enemies (some are generic but eh)
4. Simple, clean upgrade system that integrates well with the gameplay.
5. Each level has it's own unique setting, reminiscent of Serious Sam: TSE or Daikatana.
6. Lots of giblets, blood, and the ability to shoot off individual limbs of an enemy.
7. It's got and old-shool FPS feel.
8. Nice and responsive developer.
9. Big step up from the first game.
10. It just works.

Cons:

1. Not enough oomph and impact when shooting enemies.
2. Weapons look fine but they just don't feel that great to use.
3. The map bunker on timed survival has a game-breaking bug. You will fall through the map when starting a new game after
dying. You have to exit to the menu and start fresh every time you die because of this. I've already alerted the dev about it.
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4. Voice acting could be better.

Impovements I'd like to see:
1. More frames of animation on the weapons.
2. Different pump animation on the shotgun. It's too fast and he needs to pull the shotgun toward him when he pumps.
3. Better weapons sounds, especially with the shotgun.
4. More frames of animation on the enemies.

Final Rating: 7/10 but has the potential of a 9/10.
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It's a bit buggy, but nothing a quick restart doesn't fix. If you enjoy semi-aimless exploration it's worth buying at price. It's worth
your time.. One of the best unit packs for only $2. Highly recommended.. Dont buy this if you like old cc games.. I cant say this
is a good game combat gameplay wise. But it is definitely the best VR experience you can get.
The dinos models and textures are very good and HD, the environment is gorgeous. And the game runs smoothly and not as
blurry as other games. You can only teleport at the moment but it is perfectly fine to teleport and explore the ARK Park. ARK
Park was meant to be just a park at first without any combat elements. I think devs add combat as a bonus to improve its
playability. The combat is okayish and you should just regard it as a bonus part of the game.
The best thing I liked during my tutorial play through is the environment and then the animation for the dinos. You can see them
fight/ chill and you got to hatch your own dino. This game is awesome for its exploration part.. Motion sickness ahoy!. A great
game from the creator of Diablo.
Tons of classes to choose from with play styles for everyone.
I really have enjoyed playing this game and seeing the amazing game it is now.
. this game is really fun and easy to pick up. i have never spraypainted myself but still i could make some nice art. its fun looks
nice runs good and is easy to pick up. if you have vr i would totally recomended. A city builder that keeps you coming back!. An
Extremely enjoyable semi-realistic shooter for its time. I bought the game again recently to play it purely for nostalgic purposes
and its just as I remember it. Gameplay is really fun but good god the graphics didnt hold up. Due to the Voxel engine it uses
everything is highly pixelated, especially when targetting enemies at a distance but in the end its more of an annoyance than a
hinderance. But graphics aside, if your a fan of Novalogic games and old school games in general then this game is worth a shot.
Final Score: 80/100
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